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  . . starting from the events of Marvels Next , but portraying . . . Spidey in the game is able to access the far future which is exactly similar to Spider-Man's daily life in the Marvel comics. Spider-Man: Edge of Time has received negative reviews with many criticizing the repetition of the game's story. Plot The story is split into three parts, each part dealing with the events of one of Spider-Man's many
time travels. First part In 2099, Peter Parker is an astronaut on board the International Space Station (ISS) orbiting Earth. While trying to work on the research to travel back in time, Spider-Man is captured by scientists, who bring him back in time to the present to test whether his powers are enhanced by traveling through time. They discover that his spider-sense does not work, but place a tracking
device on him as they unlock a riddle that they found in the ISS. As they solve the riddle, Spider-Man is transported back to the future to the year 2099. Second part After the events of Spider-Geddon and the destruction of his life in the Daily Bugle, Spider-Man is involved in a civil war as he battles Norman Osborn. A younger version of Osborn, who is revealed to be an alien, is trying to take over

the world. Spider-Man tries to find out what happened to his family, which has been taken by the Osborns. After the civil war is over, Spider-Man goes on vacation to a small Mexican island, where he finds himself in the middle of a conflict between the cops and a group of rebels, led by the . . . . (whose name and identity is not revealed). The group has an interest in defeating Spider-Man due to him
possessing the technology of Chronos, their biggest enemy, which they could use to make their own future. However, he is able to defeat the rebels and retrieve the Chronos. He then discovers that the Chronos is not intact and is being used by Osborn, who wants to prevent the heroes from finding it, knowing that it could cause serious harm to Earth. Spider-Man returns to the future and sends the

Chronos to . . . in the past. Third part During the events of the . . . . (whose name is not revealed), Spider-Man travels 82157476af
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